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Danavation technologies is dedicated to providing competitive end to end solutions for 
retailers world-wide. Partnered with a fully integrated Digital Smart Label (DSL)  
manufacturer, Danavation aims to provide its customers with world  class ESL (electronic 
shelf label) solutions and services. Our system is based on custom-made Wireless 
Application Protocol Technology, which is  widely applied in every type of retail 
environment including hypermarkets, shopping malls, boutiques,chain stores, 
pharmacies and all other retail sectors using digital smart labels.

What We do

The DSL system is designed to replace  the conventional paper labels and it ensures 
that price updates in stores are instant and accurate.  Additionally, the DSL system can  
reduce operational costs, optimize management flow of the supply chain and add 
dynamic features to retail business management.
One of the major trends in retail is called omni-channel which is a  cross-channel 
business model used  to increase customer experience.   In this new model, DSL plays an  
important role of connecting online/offline channels and synchronizing information in 
real time. By implementing this solution, retailers will stay in constant contact with 
consumers via smart phones or other internet media channels.

 



Reliability
> Operation management 

automation
> High performance e-paper 

display
> 5 Years battery 

life
> Data encryption 

transmission
> Automatic monitoring and warning 

system
> Three color led indicator 

(optional)

The new Digital Smart Labels (DSL) are Lithium battery powered 
electronic displays  for the automatic price updates.

Back office information can be displayed on the DSL: price 
changes, stock inventory, stock-outs, orders in progress and 
more.
DSL’s have been designed to interact with users, therefore, not only  
to show the correct prices, but to optimize, speed up and improve  
the efficiency of store activities.

Convenience 
> System software remote update

> Self-checking system

> Automatic renewal in case of power outage

> Easy installation

Flexibility 
> Multiple pages

> custom templates

> Multiple languages

> Compatible with variety of terminals and platforms

> Variety of accessories for different scenarios

Digital Smart Label Features



  

> Support NFC function

> Better buying 
experiences  by applying 
barcode
and QR code on labels

> Support text in multi-language,
digits, graphics and custom 
templates

> E-paper display has 180° 
Viewing  angle and applicable to 
different  lighting environment

> Applicable to -10c to 40c +

Additional Features



> Real-time price update  
Price update is simply 
done by the back-office 
system eg. ERP/POS

> Price synchronization  
online and offline prices 
are automatically 
synchronized

> Information synchronization  
online and offline product  
information is also 
synchronized automatically

$8,5

$8,5

Price Management 

> Better shelf management
Better execution in shelf  
management 

> Paperless operation
Improve working efficiency
and lower operational costs

> Visualized planogram in the 
system

$6,5
$5,0
$1,5

$6,5

$5,0 

$1,5

Shelf Management 

> Customer buying behavior analysis  
Collecting customer buying 
behavior  through APP / PoS / ISL /
QR code / CRM

> Customized Qr codes
QR codes (2D barcodes),
when viewed from 
smartphones,
they activate store coupons

> Targeted marketing
The customer behaviour 
analysis  enables retailers to 
conduct more  effective 
marketing activities  towards the 
right target groups

PROMO 
TAKE 3 PAY 2

Precision Marketing 

> Route guidance
The system provides the 
best  route for store staff to 
find  the target item

> Picking indicator
The LED indicator on 
labels  highlights the 
target item  to be picked 
up

Order Picking 

> Online /offline information  
synchronization

> Automatic update on stock status  
By using PDA, the stock  
management system contains  
functions like replenishment,  
receiving, physical counting,  
picking & delivery management

Stock Management 

Next Generation Retail Automation



technical features

Model: 1.5

Size: 48 x 35 x 15.8 mm

Weight: 27 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 30.000 labels per hour  

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 27.6 x 27.6 mm

Resolution: 200 x 200 pixel

Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 183

Battery

Battery: 1 x 1000 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

technical features

Model: 2.1

Size: 70 x 35 x 13. 2 mm

Weight: 36 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 30.000 labels per hour  

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 48.55 x 23.71 mm

Resolution: 250 x 122 pixel 

Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 131

Battery

Battery: 2 x 550 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

special

Technology NFC request

special

Technology NFC request

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice

DSL 1.5 
Maximum Information, Minimal 
Space

DSL 2.1
E-ink Display in its Best-selling 
Format

technical features

Model: 2.9

Size: 91 x 41 x 13.1 mm

Weight: 47 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 30.000 labels per hour  

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 66.9 x 29.06 mm

Resolution: 296 x 128 

pixel  Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 112

Battery

Battery: 2 x 550 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

special

Technology NFC on request

DSL 2.9
Freedom of Layout and Perfect 
Visibility

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice

technical features

Model: 4.2

Size: 104.8 x 94 x 11.8 mm

Weight: 110 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

updating time: up to 18.000 labels per 

hour  barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 84.8 x 63.6 mm

Resolution: 400 x 300 pixel  

Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 120

Battery

Battery: 4 x 550 mAh

Battery life: 5 years (2 updates per 
day)

special

Technology NFC on request

DSL 4.2
Great Definition and Visibility

Product Specifications



DSL 7.5
Large format communication

technical features

Model: 7.5

Size: 183.9 x 126.9 x 13.2 mm

Weight: 270 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 18.000 labels per hour 

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 163 x 98 mm

Resolution: 640 x 384 pixel  

Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 120

Battery

Battery: 6 x 550 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

special

Technology NFC on request

technical features

Model: 2.1

Size: 70 x 35 x 14.5 mm

Weight: 37 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to - 20 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 30.000 labels per hour  

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable 

graphic  Size: 48.55 x 23.71 mm

Resolution: 212 x 104 

pixel  Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 111

Battery

Battery: 1 x 1600 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

special

Technology NFC/Freezer on request

DSL 2.1 COLD ENVIRONMENT
E-ink Display in its Best-selling 
format for coolers and freezers

Product Specifications
DSL 12.4
Large format communication

display
Technology: e-ink bi-stable graphic  

Size: 253 x 191 mm

Resolution: 1304 x 984 pixel  

Visual angle: > 170°

DPI: 120

Battery

Battery: 8 x 550 mAh

Battery life: 5 years 

special

Technology NFC on request

technical features

Model: 12.4

Size: 265 x 211 x 15 mm

Weight: 310 g
Temperature: from + 0 C° to + 30 C°  

Internal memory: non-volatile 2 MB  

Updating time: up to 18.000 labels per hour  

Barcode: frontal

3 color LED flash



It operates on Sub 1GHZ wireless  
frequency range and is responsible 
for data transmission and 
information exchange between the 
software and DSL system.

The second-generation Access 
Point system continues the basic  
functions of the first generation
Access Point system, and greatly  
improves the processing and 
carrying capacity of the system. 

Main processing system:
Embedded Linux operating system, responsible for data interaction
with the software system, including Access Point system’s registration,  
bilateral communication, and data transmission;

Radio frequency system:
Spread-spectrum Sub 1GHz radio frequency supporting supporting parallel  
(roaming) communication, improving label update success rate, and fast 
data transfer;

Support first generation and second generation DSL

2-way antenna
designed to support parallel
communication

Automatic
Configuration and connects 
to eRetail software

Real-time
Communication between AP  
and eRetail software

LED Indicator
Big led indicator displays 
information about any  
communication errors

Compatibility
Supports all generations of 
Eink DSL

Multiple power input
Supports both AC power supply
and poe power supply

Visualization
Each of the two antennas is 
equipped  with LED light which 
enables easy  identification of status

Technical details: 

Linux
OS Linux embedded system 
platform supports upgrade 
by Ethernet port

The Access Point is an important part of Digital Smart Label system, it acts
as a data transmission link responsible for the important task of data forwarding:

>Forwarding uplink data: The DSL Access Point connected to the 
software over a wired network, to send the price changes, inventory,
templates and other data to the DSL’s;

CLOUD DATA  
CENTER

DSL DSLDSL DSL

LOCAL SERVER Gateway AP

AP

Basestation (Access Point)



The Smartweb Smart Retail System is 
the third  generation of the 
Danavation smart  electronic price 
management platform.  Smartweb 
can effectively manage store  
commodities, prices, inventory and 
other  information in real-time.
Additionally, the system can 
accurately synchronize all information 
to stores anywhere in the world.
Smartweb uses the 
industry-leading  modular design 
concept to provide  a 
standardized interface.
Customers do not need to 
transform or edit their existing ERP 
system, only in  accordance with 
Smartweb interface specification, 
the product data will be delivered to 
Smartweb and the  system 
integration will be completed.
Moreover, Smartweb will 
automatically  send the correct 
commodity data to the customer’s 
stores.

Product features

> Easy to use
The software is designed to meet  
the needs of different users, which  
is user friendly and has the 
practical  query function too.

> Advanced
Smartweb uses internationally  
recognised advanced 
technology,  making the design 
more user  friendly.
By fully considering the  
characteristics of electronic price  
label and paying attention to the  
practicality of the system, 
Smartweb  uses the most 
advanced software  and hardware 
environment and this  reflects the 
advanced nature of the  system.

> Extendibility
The system has very good  
compatibility.
With the continuous development 
of Internet technology, the system  
can be easily upgraded.

> Stability
The system is able to handle 
multiple  tasks at the same time.
In the event of unexpected  
circumstances, the system can  
handle and give a good error 
prompt,  and can be recovered in a 
timely  manner to reduce 
unnecessary  losses.

Main function  
introduction 

1) Store management
The system supports functions  
such as adding, modifying, 
viewing,  enabling and disabling.

2) User management
The system supports functions  
such as viewing, modifying and  
deleting; it can also assigns 
stores  and give permissions to 
users.

3) Commodity management
Users can view, add, modify, 
delete  commodities in the system; 
also  bind or unbind price label 
according  to commodity number.

4) Label management
The system supports importing  
data or deleting data, binding or  
unbinding labels with 
commodities,  and refreshing label 
screen.

5) Data statistics
the system supports viewing the  
updated records and historical 
price  changes of commodities, as 
well as  the updated records and 
historical  price changes of price 
labels.

6) Early-warning Monitor
the system can monitor ap and  
docking time, and abnormal  
data will be sent to designated  
personnel.

7) Internationalization
The system can set the default  
language, the language can be  
switched through the 
interface.

SmartWeb

STORE (1, 2, ... )

Smart Web Software



The eRetail software is the core of the digital smart label network control 
system. It manages all the access points (AP) and labels in each  store, 
collects and processes data, and sends information to the digital labels.

Features
> Pairing

to connect labels with  
products on shelf and enables  
the labels to display the 
correct  information.

> Unpairing
to disconnect labels with  
products. The labels will display  
“off” or appointed templates after 
the unpairing.

 

> Heartbeat
Labels communicate on Sub 1GHZ 
RF in default and broadcast their ID 
to the AP every 10 minutes. The AP 
monitors  the frequency and sends 
the status  data of the labels to the 
software system. Meanwhile, the 
basestation also sends  feedback to 
the software system every minute. 
this is what we call “heartbeat”, 
which ensures the system receives 
and monitors the status in a timely 
manner.

> Netlink
The Smartweb system recognizes 
the unique ID of each label and 
communicates with the  
appointed label. Labels will be  
divided in different network 
groups for effective 
communication.
Additionally, the system is able 
to relocate the labels in other 
groups and optimize the 
communication.

> API Interface
The eRetail system has  standard 
API for users to personalize GUI 
(graphical user Interface).

The interface is compatible
with functions which include 
label update, pairing, unpairing, 
led indicator, multiple-pages, 
state query & summary, 
configuration  modification, 
templates update  and label 
update.

> roaming
The software roaming function  
automatically assigns the AP’s to 
the labels. This dynamic function 
ensures optimal communication 
between the  system and the labels 
continuously, even when labels are 
moved around.

> Open Platform
It is an open platform 
that supports the 
development of new 
functionalities.

$8,5

The DSL Network



Head Office
m: 416.798.0880
e: hello@danavation.com
a: 109 Woodbine Downs BLVD, Suite 1, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada, M9W6Y1

 

Stay 
Connected


